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We believe distinctive stories are what make life exceptional.  At 

the House of Rohl®,  we pursue the discovery of time-honored craft 

that opens the door to stories unlike any other.  Stories of place and 

provenance.  Stories of dedication and passion.  Stories of artistry 

and heritage.  And the closer you look, the more you’ll see, the 

details of your own story of a life well crafted.

T H E  S T O R Y  C R A F T  T E L L S

https://houseofrohl.com
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OUR BRANDS



G

Originating in Quebec, Riobel® combines European panache with North American flair. Design 
and engineering work hand in hand, and come together brilliantly through innovation and 

ingenuity. Geometric angles and rounded arcs make up award-winning collections that will be 
as true tomorrow as they are today. This is luxury designed to be lived with.

Like the finest jewelry, Perrin & Rowe® faucets have an exacting sense of proportion. We believe 
the best way to make the best is to bring together the foremost in innovation with time-tested 
techniques. Crafted in England, Perrin & Rowe designs juxtapose reinterpretations of the past 
with novel styles of the present. Made in Britain, and made to last, with quality and integrity.

Since our founding in England in 1897, our fireclay sinks are made by hand by a single master 
craftsman. Fired at higher temperatures, Shaws are still in use in 100-year-old English homes. 
Our classic and contemporary collections are forever timeless, and fit any decor. Shaws are for 

those who want to own an original and make a statement that’s truly their own. 

Victoria + Albert® baths are works of art: sculptural forms that transform any space into a 
luxurious sanctuary. Individually hand-polished in South Africa, our silhouettes are shaped to 
complement the body for a truly indulgent experience. With classic and modern designs in a 

spectrum of colors, each Victoria + Albert bath is a centerpiece that creates a lavish statement.

At ROHL®, our mission is to scour the world for the best of the best for kitchen and bath. 
We’re always searching for the incomparable, whether touched by hand or forged through new 
techniques, rooted in the past or looking toward the future. What results from our pursuit are 

collections of originality and brilliance, inspired by timeless classicism and modern styling and 
with unique provenance and authentic luxury. The elusive is now within reach.

https://houseofrohl.com/riobel/
https://houseofrohl.com/perrin-and-rowe/
https://houseofrohl.com/shaws/
https://houseofrohl.com/victoria-and-albert/
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KITCHEN

2



ARMSTRONG ™

A modern aesthetic with references to industrial-era design details like 

crosshatch nuances and bolt-like shapes

4



EDWARDIAN ™

Classical and Neo-Baroque design come together with distinction 

for statement-making style meant to be shown off

6



GEORG IAN  ERA™

Reflects an age of perfected proportion, when design looked to classic Greek 

and Roman architecture for inspiration

8

Designed by Kathy Marshall

Photo credit: Mike Casey Photography
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HOLBORN ™

A minimalist form with a clean and sleek style that takes after London’s innovative, 

of-the-moment architecture



AZURE ™

A perfect meeting of form 

and function, it captures a 

sense of motion and artistry 

with its arc reminiscent of 

an ocean wave

12



Reaches new heights in design with its tall swan-like neck creating 

an urban industrial showpiece

 B ISTRO

14
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Focuses on minimalist nuances and sleek design to create a strong presence

CAYO ™



Takes a modern aesthetic and gives it a unique edge with a subtle, yet 

distinctive trumpet-shaped tip and base

ED GE

18



LUD IK ™

A striking sculptural piece with a modern sensibility that does more than just look beautiful

20



22

MY TH IC ™

Takes its cue from the great chefs’ kitchens and complements 

modern kitchens, while giving transitional spaces an extra urban 

design edge



SOLST ICE

Creates a dramatic impression with a sleek rounded curve and slender handle, 

combining form and function that truly complement each other

24



26

Balances aesthetics and 

practicality beautifully for 

the heart of your home 

where food is celebrated 

and design is relished

 TRAT TOR IA™



ROHL brought the 

revolutionary pull-out 

faucet to America, 

transforming cooking, 

cleaning, and style

1983

28



30

AC Q U I ®

Classical styling, ornate curves, and baroque details express the art and architecture 

in the spa town of Acqui Term

Designed by Anthony D’Argenzio of Zio and Sons



CAMP O ™

Reimagines the conduit 

system in Italy’s Piazza 

del Campo in a clean, 

minimalist style with 

industrial-design details

32



Capturing the rustic charm of Italian country villas in a classic single 

column design with a dramatic curve

 C INQ UANTA™

34
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Eclipsing all others, sun and moon shapes align with 

different finish combinations to create a singular look

ECL ISS I ™



Designer Michael Berman gives streamlined 20th Century style a modern 

update with angular glamour and luxe shine

 GOTHAM ™

38



 GRACEL INE ®

Designer Michael Berman updates the 1930s streamlined look with clean 

lines and nautical details

40
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Lombardia celebrates the cutting-edge fashion of Milan with angular curves 

and clean, minimalist lines

 LOMBARD IA®



 LUX ™

Style paired down to 

the essentials, with no 

unnecessary frills, for 

those who believe that 

less is more beautiful

44
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Inspired by the spirit and strength of an Amazon queen, Myrina makes an impact with 

a design composed of strong rounded angles and long, straight lines 

MYRINA™
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Combines nuances of the past with the simplicity of today to 

project a stately presence with a subtle, noble air

 PATR IZ IA™
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The Hoxton™ collection takes inspiration from London’s East End neighborhood of the 

same name.

P IRELLONE ™

A pure sleek shape that draws the eye upward like its namesake, the modernist 

Pirelli skyscraper in Milan



Q UART ILE ™

Making a definitive modern statement through geometric details like dramatic right angles 

and square shapes

52
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SAN  JUL IO ®

Marrying subtle ornamentation with classic simplicity for transitional kitchens with 

character and heart



5656

The Tenerife design turns the intricate details of a palm tree 

into an eye-catching element

TENER IFE ™
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TUAR IO ™

Dramatic matte black accents and a choice of five finishes lets you create a look 

of contrast and impact



ALL IA™ S INKS

The Allia™ fine fireclay sink is beautiful to behold, with a luminous glaze and a 

resplendent sheen impervious to stains and chips

60
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CUL INAR IO ™ S INKS

Culinario™ is a sink and workstation in one with interchangeable 

accessories to facilitate both meal prep and clean up

FORZE ™ S INKS

Sleek and stunning to look at, easy to work with, easy to clean 

and designed with chefs in mind



64

EGERTON ™ S INKS

The classic farmhouse shape with an inset frame for an extra touch of 

detailing and a more traditional feel 



66

The one, the only, the original apron front design that set the standard 

for all fireclay farmhouse sinks 

L ANCASTER ™ S INKS
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SHAKER ™ S INKS

A modern interpretation of the original fireclay apron front sink in a rectangular 

shape for a slim, minimal look 



70

A softer take on the iconic apron front design in a curvaceous shape for 

high style with more interior space

WATERS IDE ™ S INKS



BATH

7272



DEC O ™

Inspired by London’s Deco structures like the Savoy Hotel, the Collection brings panache and 

polish to the bath 

74
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Reflects the Neo-Baroque styles of the era, combining simplicity and 

grandeur with columns and curves

EDWARDIAN ™
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GEORG IAN  ERA™

An example of English refinement 

of the 18th Century reinterpreted for 

today’s varied décors 



HOLBORN ™

A distinctly modern design of sleek simplicity 

with a timeless quality that makes it feel at 

home everywhere

80



HOXTON ™

Expresses the stylish flair of the London area it’s named after, for a minimalist edge 

with a bold personality 

82



Molds together shape and substance for award-winning design, featuring a single 

cylinder for an innovative, streamlined look

 C ICLO ™

84



CL ASS IC

Showcases a quintessentially 

timeless design with a 

rounded, full spout and 

decorative handles

86



Delivers minimalist sophistication, clean lines and thoughtful design while 

echoing the iconic look of a classic water pump

CS

88
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Takes a modern aesthetic and gives it a unique edge with a 

subtle, yet distinctive trumpet-shaped tip and base

ED GE



E IFFEL™

Stands out as a wonder of elegance and 

engineering, just like its namesake, with 

a contemporary feel that harkens back 

to the arches and angles of the iconic 

Parisian tower

92



EQ U INOX ™Fuses engineered functionality 

and striking design to create a 

seamless flow of contemporary 

sophistication

94



FRESK ™

Brings a strong 

contemporary point of view 

to the bathroom with clean 

lines, precise angles and a 

straightforward statement 

of minimalist simplicity

96



GS

A harmonious balance of lines 

creates the perfect geometry in 

this GS Collection

98
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Makes a strong impression with block shapes of elegant proportions 

-beauty, squared

KUB IK ™
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Offers customization through a variety of compelling spout and handle 

selections, making it a designer’s dream

MOMENT I ™



Commands attention as curves and lines come together in an outstanding 

example of modern sculpture

PALL ACE ™

104



Draws inspiration from a parabolic surface -the only surface that allows focusing 

of multiple elements into a single point: the true jewel of the bathroom
PARABOL A™

106



Epitomizes the combination of forms, 

as curves meet straight lines to create a 

unique paradox of form and function

PARAD OX ™

108
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 PROF ILE ®

Juxtaposes impressive curvature with straight-line handles to create a play of 

geometric planes and a true arc of triumph



112

REFLE T ™

Encapsulates a soft wavy 

surface embedded within 

a rigid frame, balancing the 

elegance and the power of 

water with a duality enhanced 

through the combination of 

brushed and polished surfaces

112
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Reimagines the 

past with modern 

flair, combining 

various traditional 

design elements to 

create something 

fresh and original

RE TRO ™



R IU ™

Instills subtlety and grace 

through its sleek form and 

either rounded, swan-like 

spout or its square, more 

industrial approach

116



Transcends time with its simple wave form that 

creates a soft cascade of water

SALOMÉ ™

118



Rounded curves and defined lines work together in harmony in this exquisite 

Collection

SYLL A™

120



VENT Y ™

Brings nuanced allure 

to minimalist and 

transitional bathrooms 

with its iconic modern 

shape and sleek 

streamlined form

122



ZEND O ™

Inventive functionality creates a graceful, flowing cascade of water for a singular, 

sensate experience of luxury

124



AC Q U I ®

Classical design, ornate 

curves, and baroque details 

evoke the essence of Belle 

Époque architecture

126



ARCANA™
Rounded curves and convex 

shapes echoes the story of 

the bells of San Giulio

128



BELL IA™

Triangular contours 

and sensual lines come 

together in an Art 

Nouveau-inspired style

130
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Minimalist modern design with crosshatch and valve-like details inspired by 

Piazza del Campo’s ancient conduits

CAMP O ™



134

ECL ISS I ™

The magic of an eclipse expressed in shape and shade, with a mix of finishes for a 

multiplicity of looks



 GRACEL INE ®

An industrial Michael Berman design with modern sophistication, inspired by the 

streamlined style of the 1930s

136



 LOMBARD IA®

Combining the beauty 

of Lombardy’s Alps with 

Milan fashion sense 

through a balance of 

angles and curves

138
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MEDA™

Clean, unfettered minimalism of lines and curves in 

the famous spirited style of modern Italian design



 M ISCELO ™Adding accents of color 

and texture to faucets 

adds eye-catching 

drama to the bathroom

142
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Reinterpreting the classic arcs and angles of Renaissance Palladian windows with 

glimmering and glamourous geometries

 PALL AD IAN ®



Making a definitive 

statement with angles, 

contours, and squared 

shapes inspired by the 

Cubist art movement

Q UART ILE ™

146



148

SAN  G IOVANNI ™

Reimagining industrial factory fittings into a minimalist design of inventive curves 

and square shapes



 SOR IANO ™

The design firm Meneghello Paolelli Associati 

transforms the numbers of computer code into 

sculpted circles and lines

150



152

TENER IFE ™

The natural beauty of the tropics is reflected in intricate 

details that echo patterns found on palm tree trunks



16th century architecture gets an update in the Verona™ design with graceful, 

rounded forms reminiscent of domes and arches

 VERONA™

154
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V IAGG IO ®

Capturing classic Tuscany style with sensual curves and Old World details 

for a timeless aesthetic 



158

 V INCENT ™
A pinnacle of clean lines and 

pyramid shapes emulating the 

peaks of the Italian Alps



160

Designer Nevio Tellatin reimagines the flow of an arc of water through a 

streamlined curve juxtaposed by right angles

WAVE ™



The Amalfi inspires indulgently languorous baths from its relaxation-inducing 

shape to its sheer sculptural beauty 

AMALF I

162



164

AM IATA

Shaped to the body and made to sink deeply into comfort, the Amiata is reminiscent 

of the past while being ever present



BARCELONA

Inspired by the architectural city, the Barcelona is a deep oval bath of unadorned 

simplicity in a timeless style

Designed by Design Platform, LLC

Photo credit: David Lauer Photography

166



 CABR ITS

Made for those with a passion for bathing and unique artistry, and designed 

for reclining in the ultimate comfort 

168



CHESH IRE

A quintessentially 

English Victorian roll-top 

with clean lines, an 

elegant silhouette and 

ball-and-claw feet 

170
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An oval bath with subtle curves and minimalist lines reminiscent of modern 

sculpture that fits spaces of all sizes

C ORVARA™



174

A Victorian-style bath that elevates the experience of bathing 

while evoking a time of lavish living and classic beauty

DRAY TON



The Edge transforms the profile of a classic soaking bathtub into a striking 

sculpture of linear proportions

ED GE

176



178

ELD ON

A back-to-wall bath by Conran + Partners that creates an impression of 

space, yet fits rooms of all proportions



ELWICK

A deep, dual-ended bath 

of Edwardian proportions 

with a pedestal base that 

gives it a dignified stance 

Designed by Katrin Cargill   

Photo credit: Chris Everard

180



GORDANO

Lean back and luxuriate with integrated armrests and a 32-degree 

angle of recline for blissfully long, languid soaks

182



HAMPSHIRE

Named for the birthplace of Jane Austen and Charles 

Dickens, the Hampshire is an Edwardian bath with 

ball-and-claw feet

184



Echoing the shape of ancient 

Greek Ionian columns with a 

subtle flare at the rim and a 

minimalist appearance i on ian

Designed by Studio Thomas James    

Photo credit: Costa Christ Photography

186



A freestanding bath with the same dramatic 

symmetry as its larger counterparts but in a 

more intimate and compact form

Designed by Eric Olsen Design 

Photo credit: Karyn Millet Photography

 i os

188



190

The Kaldera makes a minimalist 

impression of elegance in crisply 

contoured shapes to fit any space
K ALDERA



MARLBORO UGH

A classic bath named for 

an English dukedom, it’s an 

unmistakable centerpiece 

to be displayed, prized, and 

indulged in 

Designed by Ryann Ford

192



MONAC O

The Monaco is a commanding centerpiece that 

creates a seamless impression as it gracefully 

tapers to the floor 

194



NAP OL I

The Napoli balances art and body, beauty and experience, for a stand-out 

bath of elemental modernity

196



198

Designed by Meneghello Paolelli Associati, the Pembroke harkens to 

the past in a silhouette that defines modernity

PEMBROKE



The Pescadero pays homage to bodies of water – and bodies in water – for a 

statement piece with stylistic flair

PESCADERO 

200



RADFORD

The purity of the Radford’s roll top silhouette gives it a timeless 

quality to bring yesterday into today with aplomb

202



A lyrical silhouette in a rectangular shape with nuanced 

curves and a flared rim that gently tapers to the floor

RAVELLO

204



R ICHMOND

A timeless roll top silhouette is juxtaposed with Art Deco 

detail, to balance graceful curves with angled artistry 

Designed by Leanne Ford

Photo credit: Max Kim Bee Photography
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ROSSENDALE

Minimalist lines and a spacious interior are complemented 

by built-in arm rests and an angled recline for lush soaks 



ROXBURGH

Lean back – far back –in 

the Roxburgh Victorian-

style, long-shaped slipper 

bath for a sumptuously 

indulgent soak 

Designed by Annabelle Desfontaines 

Photo credit: Greg Cox / Bureaux
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The Shropshire bath’s compact form creates a striking impression to 

make any room, no matter the size, truly grand

SHROPSH IRE

212



TERRASSA

Named for a famous 

music festival, the 

Terrassa is a soaking 

bath for those attuned 

to modern styling and 

all that jazz

214

Designed by Huma Sulaiman Design

Photo credit: Chad Mellon 



TO ULO USE

The stylish sophistication and 

continental panache of the 

classic French bateau bath 

with a modern sculptural feel

216



218

Reminiscent of the classic shape of the French bateau bath, now 

reimagined as a minimalist work of modern sculpture

TR IVENTO



220

VE TRALL A

A classic oblong shape reinterpreted with 

the clean lines of minimalist simplicity and 

understated sophistication



The Wessex Edwardian-style bath reflects the essence of the 

era with elegant symmetry and classic ball-and-claw feet

WESSEX

Designed by Murphy Deesign

Photo credit: Fred Moser

222



224

The Worcester has a dignified air, with its 

classically ribbed plinth and rim detailing 

originally found in stonework

WORCESTER



YORK

Imposing and striking, 

generous in depth, classic in 

silhouette, the York is inspired 

by Victorian baths of majesty

226



The original fireclay sink designed especially for bathrooms, crafted by 

hand in round and square shapes

L ANCASTER ™ S INKS

228



A slim contemporary design for the bath that stays true to the iconic character 

of a classic fireclay sink

SHAKER ™ S INKS

230



232

The fireclay bath sink with a curved, bow-front design that presents a 

graceful silhouette with classic charm

WATERS IDE ™ S INKS



AMALF I  S INKS 

The Amalfi vessel sink is a sculptural work of art, with 

graceful sloping curves and a clean, unfettered look 

234



236

A fusion of past and present, classic and contemporary styles come 

together for a modern design with timeless beauty

AMIATA  S INKS

Designed by JH Dixon Builders



BARCELONA S INKS

A pebble-shaped 

silhouette that partners 

with the Barcelona bath 

and stands on its own with 

minimalist simplicity 

238



CABR ITS  S INKS 

The Cabrits sink’s sculptural silhouette gives modern bathrooms a 

linear accent that makes them stand apart 

240



C ORVARA™ S INKS 

An oval with rounded contours, the Corvara’s modern, 

organic styling is an undeniable presence, like a work of art

242



The Drayton makes a sublime statement in traditional bathrooms and in 

those that juxtapose the present with the past

DRAY TON S INKS

244



The Edge lives up to its name with a modern style on the 

forefront of design to marry simplicity with linear style 

 ED GE  S INKS

246



i os  S INKS

The ios is a long, low, oblong 

with rounded contours that 

creates impact through a 

confident design of clean, 

natural symmetry

248



K A AL I  S INKS

The Kaali’s oval silhouette and uncluttered, organic shape makes it truly 

timeless across all styles, and decors

250
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K ALDERA™ S INKS 

The Kaldera’s minimalist look adds to its versatility, as it 

can bridge traditional to modern styles with aplomb

252



MARU S INKS

Maru’s seamless, round silhouette evokes balance and harmony to transform 

a bathroom into a spa-like sanctuary

254



NAP OL I  S INKS

The Napoli follows the natural 

shape of a shell for a sink that 

balances on a countertop like 

a modern sculpture 

256



Designed by the Meneghello Paolelli Associati, the Pembroke’s rectangle shape and 

angled contours mix eras elegantly

PEMBROKE S INKS

258



260

RADFORD S INKS

The Radford sink hints at an earlier Victorian era yet its symmetrical purity 

makes it a timeless classic for today 

Designed by The Yarra Valley Home Co. and Rachel Lewis



Inspired by a renowned musical city, the Ravello 

makes a lyrical impression through a harmonious 

meeting of arc and line 

RAVELLO  S INKS

Designed by Chuck Mills Design

262



A sink defined by geometric angles and a rectangular silhouette with crisp 

corners and squared-off rim detailing

ROSSENDALE  S INKS

264
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KITCHEN

PERRIN & ROWE®

ARMSTRONG™ U.4544

EDWARDIAN™ U.4756L, U.4799LS

GEORGIAN ERA™ U.4719

HOLBORN™ U.4044

RIOBEL®

AZURE™ AZ201, AZ701

BISTRO BI201

CAYO™ CY101

EDGE ED101

LUDIK™ LY101

MYTHIC™ MY101

SOLSTICE SC101

TRATTORIA™ TTRD101

ROHL®

1983 R7514

ACQUI® A1458

CAMPO™ A3431

CINQUANTA™ A3650/11

ECLISSI™ EC56D1

GOTHAM™ MB7928

GRACELINE® MB7930

LOMBARDIA® A3430

LUX™ R7581

MYRINA™ MY56D1

PATRIZIA™ A3420

PIRELLONE™ CY657

QUARTILE™ CU57

SAN JULIO® A1461

TENERIFE™ TE55D1

TUARIO™ TR56D1

ALLIA™ SINKS AL3220AF1

STAINLESS STEEL 
SINKS

RUWKIT49612

WATERSIDE™ RC3021

SHAWS® KITCHEN SINKS

EGERTON™ RC3017

LANCASTER™ RC3318WHWGBL

SHAKER™ MS3518

WATERSIDE™ RC3021

BATH
PERRIN & ROWE®

DECO™ U.3141

EDWARDIAN™ U.3760

GEORGIAN ERA™ U.3723, U.3006, Georgian 1/2" Thermostatic 
Option 1

HOLBORN™ U.3955, UKIT3808

HOXTON™ U.3440, U.3412, Hoxton 3/4" Thermostatic

RIOBEL®

CICLO™ CIL01

CLASSIC MA08

CS CS01

EDGE ED08, Edge 1/2” Thermostatic Option 1

EIFFEL™ EL01, Eiffel 3/4” Pressure Balance Option 2

EQUINOX™ EQL01, TEQ39, Equinox 1/2” Therm & 
Pressure Balance

FRESK™ FR08

GS GS01, GS 1/2” Thermostatic Option 1

KUBIK™ TUS39

MOMENTI™ MMRDL01

PALLACE™ PA08, TPA39

PARABOLA™ PB360, PB211, Parabola 1/2” Therm & Pressure 
Balance Option 1

PARADOX™ PX08, TPX39

PROFILE® PFTQ08, PFTQ12

REFLET™ RFL01, TRF39, Reflet 1/2” Therm & 
Pressure Balance

RETRO™ RT01

RIU™ RL01, TRU39

SALOMÉ™ SA360, Salome 3/4" Thermostatic Option 1

SYLLA™ SY08, TSY39

VENTY™ VYL01, TVY39, Venty 3/4" Thermostatic Option 1

ZENDO™ 
ZL01, TZO39, Zendo 1/2" Thermostatic 
Pressure Balance Option 1

ROHL®

ACQUI® A1409, A1401

ARCANA™ AC107

BELLIA™ BE354, Bellia 3/4" Thermostatic Option 1

CAMPO™ A3318, AKIT3302, Campo 3/4" Thermostatic 
Pressure Balance Option 1

ECLISSI™ EC09D3, EC05D5

GRACELINE® MB2019

LOMBARDIA® A2218

MEDA™ LV354

MISCELO™ MI01D1, MI05F1, Miscelo 1/2" Thermostatic 
Pressure Balance Option 1

PALLADIAN® N1987

QUARTILE™ CU102

SAN GIOVANNI™ A2328, A1485, San Giovanni 1/2" Thermo-
static Option 2

SORIANO™ SOR-09, SOR-14

TENERIFE™ TE09D3

VERONA™ A2707

VIAGGIO® A1408, AKIT1401

VINCENT™ A1008

WAVE™ WA102

VICTORIA + ALBERT®

AMALFI AML-N-SW-OF

AMIATA AMT-N-SW-OF, B-RAL7003M

BARCELONA  BA2-N-SW-OF

CABRITS CAB-N-SW-OF

CHESHIRE CHE-N-SW-OF+FT-CHE

CORVARA™ COR-N-SM-NO, B-RAL7044M

DRAYTON DRA-N-SW-OF + FT-DRA

EDGE EDG-N-MB-NO

ELDON ELD-N-SW-NO

ELWICK RAD-N-SW-OF+ELW-B-SW-OF
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V ICTORIA + ALBERT®

GORDANO GOR-N-SW-IO

HAMPSHIRE WES-N-GR-OF, FT-HAM

ionian INN-N-SW-OF, B-COLOR-MB

ios IOS-N-SW-OF

KALDERA KAL1-N-SW-IO, UB-KAL-56-IO

MARLBOROUGH MAR-N-SW-OF+MAR-B-SW-OF

MONACO MON-N-SW-OF

NAPOLI NAP-N-SW-OF

PEMBROKE PEM-N-SW-NO

PESCADERO PES-N-SW-NO

RADFORD RAD-N-SW-OF, B-COLOR-AN

RAVELLO RAV-N-SW-NO

RICHMOND RIC-N-SW-OF+FT-RIC

ROSSENDALE ROS-N-SW-IO

ROXBURGH ROX-N-SW-OF+FT-ROX

SHROPSHIRE SHR-N-SW-NO+FT-SHR

TERRASSA TER-N-SW-OF

TOULOUSE TOU-N-SW-OF, B-RAL5003M

TRIVENTO TRV-N-AN-NO, B-COLOR-AN

VETRALLA VE2-N-MW-NO

WESSEX WES-N-SW-OF+FT-HAM

WORCESTER WOR-N-SW-NO

YORK YOR-N-SW-OF + YOR-B-SW

SHAWS® BATH SINKS

LANCASTER™ SB1715

SHAKER™ SB1814

WATERSIDE™ SB2321

VICTORIA + ALBERT® SINKS

AMALFI VB-AML-55-NO

AMIATA VB-AMT-60-NO, VB-COLOR-MB

BARCELONA VB-BAR-64-NO, VB-RAL1014M

CABRITS VB-CAB-55-NO

CORVARA™ VB-COR-55-IO, VB-RAL7044M

DRAYTON VB-DRA-40-NO

EDGE VB-EDG-45, VB-RAL7016G

ios VB-IOS-80-NO

KAALI UB-KAA-60

KALDERA™ UB-KAL-56-IO

MARU VB-MAU-42-NO

NAPOLI VB-NAP-57-NO

PEMBROKE DU-PEM-52-IO

RADFORD VB-RAD-51-NO

RAVELLO VB-RAV-60-NO

ROSSENDALE DU-ROS-91-IO
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